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T.W.O. Urges Students To Get Involved 
Meece Ministers 
In Style 
"I discovered that I wanted to 
start expressing myself saying some­
thing that I felt needed to be said, 
particularly to young people." 
A handsome, humorous, energetic, 
charming, intelligent, sensitive Christ­
ian with excellent abilities as a song­
writer and performer — David Meece — 
is sharing a life changing message with 
the Taylor body and friends on Saturday 
at 8:15 p.m. in the Chapel/Auditorium. 
Emerging as the Christian teen-idol, 
Meece's wholesome personality makes 
him a perfect performer for the 80's. 
His life and background reflects middle 
class morality unlike the pioneers of 
Christian contemporary music who 
came from the hippie culture of the 
Jesus movement. 
His background reflects the same 
basic goodness. He grew up in the Bible 
belt, in Humble, Texas, among oil 
wells, farms, and ranches. Although his 
parents were divorced, his childhood 
was fairly normal. He describes himself 
as a "typical church kid" who never 
drank, smoked, misbehaved or got into 
fights. 
He began playing piano at the age of 
five and by the time he was 16, he was 
playing solos with the Houston Symph­
ony. After high school, Meece entered 
Peabody Conservatory of Music in 
Baltimore. "I prepared repertoires for 
music recitals, and by my junior year 
was studying orchestration and 
arrangement," said Meece. 
He began to question his relationship 
to Christ. He realized that although he 
had grown up in the church he really 
didn't understand what it meant to be a 
Christian. He learned that it meant 
more than just attending church on 
Sunday morning. It involved making a 
commitment of his life to Jesus anH 
developing a personal relationship with 
Him. 
At the same time Meece began to 
question his involvement in rlaaairfll 
music. "I discovered that I wanted to 
start expressing myself saying some­
thing that I felt needed to be said, 
particularly to young people. 
' aI lost the luster of walking on stage, 
sitting down at the keyboard, never 
saying anything, playing something the 
way you thought Mozart wanted it 
played, then walking off. I i 
didn't want to be just another 
pianist so I started trying to find out 
what it was the Lord wanted me to do 
with my life". 
"Starting in my junior year I began 
studying orchestration, arranging, com-
Taylor Appoints Vice President 
For Business and Finance 
Norman K. Mathews of Bloomington, graduate »nH undergraduate "lnrmnn at 
Indiana, has accepted the appointment 
of Vice President for Business and 
Finance at Taylor University, according 
to Dr. Gregg O. Lehman, President. 
Mathews, Assistant Superintendent 
of Business Affairs at the Monroe 
County Community School Corporation 
since 1978, will assume his new position 
in January. 
Mathews previously served as Direc­
tor of Purchasing and Accounting, 
Monroe County School Corporation, 
from 1968-78. Earlier in his career the 
administrator was Controller for the 
Woolery Stone Company, Bloomington, 
fro 1951-1968. 
Among other duties, Mathews is 
responsible for the preparation of an 
budget of $26,000,000 for the 
Monroe County Community School 
Corporation. 
Tayor's newly-appointed vice presi­
dent has been a frequent guest lecturer 
on public school finance to both 
Indiana University. He has spoken at 
various seminars of the Association of 
School Business Officials. For the past 
three years he also has served as 
Regional Director on the Executive 
Board for the Indiana Association of 
School Business officials. 
Mathews is President of the Board of 
Trustees and Chairman of the Building 
Fund Committee of the Free Methodist 
Chruch in Bloomington. 
A graduate of Ben Davis High School 
in Indianapolis, Mathews attended 
Greenville College and received B. S. 
and M. A. degrees from Indiana 
University. 
"Mr Mathews comes to us with an 
excellent background, outstanding 
skills, and integrity. He will bring high 
quality leadership to all areas under his 
responsibility at Taylor," President 
Lehman stated. 
The Mathews have five grown child­
ren including Greg, a senior at Taylor. 
Community Outreach has been off 
and going since the middle of October 
transporting students to the ministry 
locations and back again on weekends. 
Signing up vans and sending off people 
would seem to be an easy job, but 
Community Outreach is much more 
than that. 
Back in September, Holly Egner and 
Dave Thompson arrived on campus like 
many other student leaders to start their 
program for the 1983/84 year. Looking 
at what had to be done in such a short 
period of time seemed impossible, but 
that was not so. After visiting some of 
the outreach locations, a glimmer of 
hope was sparked as they saw the needs 
of the people, ranging from loneliness, 
confusion, and sometimes a past filled 
with brokeness: abuse, sex, drugs, 
suicide attempts, alcohol, homosexu­
ality, borken homes, and broken lives. It 
was sad, but exciting to know that 
Christians have an answer that is full of 
healing, meaning, love, and life. It 
would be great if everyone at Taylor 
could realize that they have so much to 
offer, not only in time and energy, but 
most importantly, in sharing the life -
changing message of Jesus Christ. 
What better motivation could we have! 
School started and the race was off. 
T.W.O. Cabinet meetings began along 
with classes, organizational meetings, 
pressures, and deadlines. It was and 
still is to have STeve Brooks, the head 
(director of Community Outreach for 
leadership and support. Together, they 
kept plugging along, even though it 
would of be easy at times for them to 
lose heart and get down. It always 
helped them to remember the scripture 
that Diane Meyer, director of T.W.O., 
read at the first cabinet meeting from 
John 15 that,' 'without Christ we can do 
nothing." How important it was for 
them to realize that this program and 
their lives are inadequate and almost 
impossible to hand without the Lord. 
Finally, with a lot of hours of work 
and prayer, the T.W.O. cabinet put 
together a T.W.O. Chapel (They never 
imagined how much work went into a 
Chapel program!). It was a big success 
for the Lord richly blessed at the 
T.W.O. Fair rolled around that after­
noon and evening. For Community 
Outreach alone, 150 students signed up 
to be involved! We were so very 
grateful to God for those who showed up 
after that day to go to the homes, and 
they tried to keep everyone informed 
about van departures and locations, vut 
that didn't seem to be enough. Where 
are the majority of those who signed 
up? The only commitment they need to 
have is a couple of dedicated hours on 
Saturday or Sunday to share their lives 
with people. WOULD YOU CONSIDER 
BEING ONE OF THOSE WHO DO GO 
OUT EVERY WEEKEND? If so, here 
are some of the opportunities in 
Community Outreach: 
* Vernon Manor, which is a handicapped 
children's home in Wabash, meets 
every other weekend in a month. 
•Christian Haven Boy's Home, White's 
Institute, and Delaware Children's 
Home, which are delinquent children's 
homes, meets every week. 
•University Nursing Home, which is a 
retired peoples home, meets every 
week. 
•VA Hospital, which is a home for 
retired veterans, has opportunities for 
wings to push wheelchairs every so 
often. 
•Young Life, Campus Life, and Youth 
for Christ. 
•The Connection Coffee House in Gas 
City (more information to come). 
•A Spanish Chruch in Marion. 
•Many other new and coming opportun­
ities. 
If you see an interest, and want to 
know some exact times and dates, call 
the T.W.O. office at extention 448 and 
ask for Steve, Holly, or Dave, and we 
will help you get involved with one of 
these outreaches. 
Remember, college is more than 
classes and studying, it's a balanced 
experience. Get involved and help 
spread the Good News of Jesus Christ. 
It is our duty and mission, and if we 
don't show His love, who will? AGAPE! 
position, voice and a lot of other gifts 
that I hadn't previously developed.'' He 
also began spending weekends with 
groups of young people, sharing about 
the Lord. 
When he graduated from Peabody he 
decided he wanted to be involved in 
some dkind of music ministry, so he 
accepted a job as music minister for 
Calvary Baptist Chruch in Oklahoma. In 
the meantime he kept writing music and 
sent a tape of his songs to Word 
Records. Soon afterwards he was asked 
to record with Word. 
His first record was less than a 
smashing success. Offers for concerts 
didn't flow in, but Meece played 
wherever he was invited and trusted 
God to meet his needs. There were 
months when he struggled to make the 
rent payments and days when he didn't 
know where his next meal was coming 
from, but God always provided. "I had 
to excersise my faith a lot more in those 
days. I depended on God literally for my 
daily bread." 
In 1979 he recorded "Everybody 
Needs A Little Help." It was an 
immediate hit and soon reached the top 
of the contemporary Christian music 
albumn charts. One of the cuts, "Love 
is the Reason," became the theme song 
for the national Multiple Sclerosis 
campaign and Meece joined Dolly 
Parton, Pat and Debby Boone, and 
Donna Fargo on a televised extrav-
anganza. Suddenly he was a hot 
commodity. He no longer had to worry 
about making the rent payments, but he 
soon discovered there were other prob­
lems with success. 
"There is a price to be paid for 
success. The problems are different, 
they are more spiritual. It's easy to get 
caught up with success. You really have 
to be prepared spiritually and you have 
to be very disciplined in your spiritual 
life." 
His last album; Are You Ready? has 
also ranked at the top of the Christian 
music charts and he is in great demand 
as a concert performer. 
He has become a role model for 
teenagers. "It means my life has to 
measure up to my ministry. I have to 
live what I say. I want young people to 
see Jesus Christ in me." 
He has a strong sense of mission 
despite his clowning around on stage. 
Everything he does is carefully 
designed to fit his concept of what 
Christian entertainment is all about. As 
he explains it, "I want to give people a 
good time but I also want to minister. I 
want to give them a message that will 
change their life." 
The Taylor Ringers to be featured at Thanksgiving chapel 
The final chapel before Thanksgiving 
break will feature the TaylorRingers. 
This chapel will enable students to give 
thanks to God as a family in worship. 
The program, entitled "Giving Thanks 
and Praise" will include: 
HYMNS (sung by audience): p. 21 We 
Gather Together and p. 526 Come, Ye 
Thankful People. 
RESPONSIVE READING - No. 18 
Psalm of Praise. 
MUSICAL SELECTIONS: (all involving 
the bells) 
Beside Still Waters (with Mary Crowe 
reading scripture) 
The Celebrated Canon (organ and 
bells) 
Amazing Grace (4 bell choir reingers) 
Celebration (with solo being sung by 
Dan Hammond) 
Prelude on two hymns (Glorious 
Things of Thee are Spoken and America 
the Beautiful) 
SLIDE PRESENTATION (6 minutes) -
THANK YOU GOD Joe Burn worth, 
narrator. 
Market Competitive... Salaries Low 
An abundance of applications keeps 
the communications job market tight, 
but opportunities remain at least as 
plentiful as they have been for two 
years. 
"Keep looking" advises a June 
graduate of Iowa State University who 
was hired by a magazine this summer. 
"The jobs are hard to find, but they're 
out there." 
More than half the 20,000 June 
college graduates with degrees in 
journalism or communications had 
found media-related jobs by the end of 
the summer, according to preliminary 
results of the annual Dow Jones 
Newspaper Fund/Gallup Survey of 
Journalism Graduates. The responses 
closely matched those of the last two 
years. 
' 'I visited journalism schools in seven 
states this summer," says Thomas 
Engleman, executive director of the 
Newspaper Fund. "Each one had a 
bulletin board with plentiful job notices 
posted. I got the feeling there were 
numerous opportunities. . .particularly 
for editors and minority candidates." 
Karen Schuurmans, a Rider College 
(N.Y.) graduate found the situation 
better than she had expected. "People 
were telling me it was worse than last 
year,'' she said.' 'But I found all sorts of 
jobs. I worked through agencies and got 
five offers - basically secretarial jobs 
with possible promotions in advertising. 
Then I found the job I wanted -
administrative assistant at Field & 
Stream magazine owned by CNS." 
Nevertheless, what the U.S. Bureau 
of Labor Statistics has called "keen 
competition" for communications jobs 
has not eased. The volume of help -
wanted ads in industry publications 
Editor & Publisher and Broadcasting 
remained steady over the last year. 
Meanwhile, listings for "situations 
wanted" have increased in both maga­
zines - by about one-third in Broadcast­
ing and 10% in Editor & Publisher. 
The economic recovery has helped 
loosen some media hiring. Although 
classified advertising in daily news­
papers is considered a direct and early 
barometer of economic cycles, the 
industry as a whole is recession -
resistant. And now some staffs that had 
been thinned through attrition or layoffs 
will be adding muscle. 
"Newspaper advertising (in general) 
was off at the beginning of the year, but 
it's back," said Don Tinsley, corporate 
manager of placement and development 
for Gannett Co. Inc., the nation's 
largest newspaper chain and an owner 
of other media enterprises. "The 
broadcast side has been up all year. Our 
labor force is pretty stable." 
He added that the launching of USA 
Today has created 900jobs in the last 18 
months, most falling into circulation 
and advertising categories; 200 in the 
newsroom. 
The long - trumpeted new technolog­
ies are beginning to make an impact on 
the job market. At a "Careers in the 
News Media" conference, firms in 
cable TV, pay TV, videotext, direct 
broadcast satellites and video confer­
encing said they are hiring, but low -
•power TV and cellular radio will not 
create jobs until Federal Communica­
tions Commission hurdles are cleared. 
Most of the new, high - tech jobs are 
in technical, marketing and promotion 
departments; programming jobs will 
develop, after audiences are found and 
after "borrowed" content from older 
media is exhausted. That might not be 
far away. "Hollywood's supply of 
movies will be used up by 1986," 
predicts Robert Shortel, a video disc 
executive at RCA Corp. 
Foot-in-the-door newscasting jobs are 
available at hundreds of local cable 
systems - sometimes on a volunteer or 
part • time basis. Meanwhile, most 
entry - level jobs in cable are in 
customer relations and direct sales, 
says Linda Rubin, a corporate - affairs 
excecutive at Warner Amex Cable 
Communications Inc. 
Overall, the employment pie for this 
year's 20,000 communications gradu­
ates (two-thirds of them men) is 
expected to be sliced similarly to last 
year's. In 1982, 12% of the graduates 
went to daily newspapers (half the 
proportion of 20 years ago; 10% to 
public relations firms; 10% to broad­
casting and cable operations; 8% to 
advertising; 4% to weekly newspapers; 
3% to magazines; 2% to wire services 
and 4% took jobs in other "media -
related" jobs. Of the rest, 22% took 
jobs in other fields, 9% choose graduate 
school or law school, and - four months 
after graduation - 15% were still 
unemployed. 
Salaries, which seldom exceeded 
$13,000 for this summer's entrants, 
continued to disappoint graduates. The 
latest report of the Bureau of Labor 
Statistics ranked all salaries in public 
relations (the highest - paying commun­
ications field for beginners) 48th among 
major occupations, below plumbers and 
pipefitters. Editors and reporters 
ranked 79th, tied with secondary school 
teachers. "Don't set your salary sights 
too high,'' warns a graduate of San Jose 
State University, (Calif.), who landed 
herself a $14,000 plus job in advertis­
ing. 
Senate Passes Lugar 
Scholarship Bill 
WASHINGTON — The Senate passed 
by a unanimous vote Senator Richard G. 
Lugar's scholarship program for the 
study of the Soviet Union. 
"We have been suffering from a 
knowledge gap with the Soviets," said 
Lugar, who is Chairman of the Euro­
pean Affairs Subcommittee of the 
Senate Foreign Relations Committee. 
"If we are to seriously work to reduce 
the threat of nuclear war, and if we are 
to protect our democratic and economic 
human rights in the world, we must 
establish a strong base of knowledge 
about the Soviet Union." 
The Lugar scholarship bill was at­
tached as an amendment to the State 
Department Authorization. It would 
establish a $5 million fund to give 
scholarships totalling that amount each 
year for the study of the Soviet Union 
and other East-Bloc countries. Numer­
ous educational institutions supported 
the Lugar scholarship fund, including 
Indiana University which has a Soviet 
studies program. 
"For the past several years we have 
been falling behind the Soviet Union in 
our study of each other," Lugar 
explained. ' 'The Soviets have more than 
7,400 American specialists. In compari­
son , fewer than 200 Americans are 
expected to receive doctorate degrees 
this year in Soviet studies. Half our 
Soviet experts will have retired or died 
in the next decade. The Soviets have 
more teachers in our language than we 
have students in their language." 
Bernbaum Discusses Washington 
Study Program 
by Julia Shepherd 
Dr. John Bernbaum, director of 
American Studies Program for Christian 
Coadition in Washington, D.C., visited 
Taylor's campus on Nov. 11 with two 
goals in mind. 
Bernbaum warn ted to gain feedback 
from students who haul participated in 
the Washington, D.C. studies program. 
Taylor ranks in the upper five among 
the active Coalition schools. Approx­
imately fifty students a semester from 
individual schools serve internships in 
almost 400 different areas. 
This extensive program offered 
Sheryl Anderson, senior, an opportunity 
to pursue her interests in Urban Affairs 
amd Finance. She worked on a 
committee for finance amd revenue. "It 
offers you an opportunity to work in a 
professional setting while exposing you 
to various cultural educational exper­
iences," Anderson said. 
Other students felt practicums in 
Washington, D.C., made them look 
beyond their own small communities 
and see a realistic world with challeng­
ing views on topics such as abortion, 
social welfare spending, and nuclear 
build-up or build-down. 
Bernbaum also wanted to update 
Taylor on present happenings within 
the American Studies Program. He 
discussed many general perceptions of 
Washington, D.C., concerning court 
cases, religious freedom and antici­
pated changes in the Supreme Court. 
The study program's latest area of 
interest deals with internships for 
faculty members. This would enable 
faculty to gain a broader persepective in 
their specialized areas to share with 
students upon their return. 
Many Taylor students are already 
planning their practicums through the 
American Studies Program for Christian 
Coalition in Washington, D.C. This 
program capitalizes on positive exper­
iences for each individual. 




by Tammy Hinman 
A formal installation Banquet for new 
officers of the Black Cultural Society 
and International Student Society, fac­
ulty advisors, and special guests from 
Anderson College was held in the 
Braden Room on November 10. 
Dr. Alan Winquist, history professor, 
opened the banquet with a quote from 
Martin Luther King. Following the 
dinner Winquist introduced members of 
the Steering Committee and members 
form Anderson College. 
Entertainment was provided by 
George Jackson, a mass communica­
tions major. He sang several selections 
including "We Will Stand," from RUBS 
Taff's latest album. 
The speaker for the evening was Dr. 
Richard Stanislaw, Vice President for 
Academic Affairs. He spoke on the four 
things too wonderful to understand 
from Proverbs 30:18. He focused on the 
ST Williams introduces new officers. 
Waimsey Leads Senate 
by Glenda Lehman 
club $100 for new equipment? Why did 
the Ilium recieve $500 to get it out of 
debt? Where does the money that pays 
the student leaders come from? 
The Student Senate at Taylor, with 
chairman Janet Walmeey at the lead, is 
in charge of club funding, among other 
things. 
"Our job is to improve campus life 
and monitor the clubs to see that the 
Taylor Constitution is followed," «u»iH 
Wamsley. 
Wamsley, a junior Math Education 
major, was a senator last year. She was 
elected to the position of chairman by 
last year's senate and chairman, Shelly 
Lucas. As during previous years the 
senate meets weekly, on Monday nights 
to discuss students problems. 
"We do a lot of problem solving, 
which is tedious, but satisfying," said 
Wamsley. "We would like to spend 
more time being creative with the funds 
that we have.. .there is so much we 
do with this campus." 
"This semester one of our main 
projects was to ge the "Open Door 
Policy" requiring students in the dorm 
with friends of the opposite sex visiting 
to leave their doors all the way open 
changed to 6 inches and a light on," she 
continued.' 'We have made the effort to 
change the rules and now it is up to the 
students to be responsible enough to 
follow the policy we worked hard to 
establish. 
Next semester we hope to work more 
with our new programs account. This is 
money the Senate can use to improve 
campus life. We have discussed repair­
ing the parking lots and building a 
sidewalk between the new music build­
ing and the RC building, for example," 
she said. 
' 'We want to work with maintenance, 
security, students, faculty and all the 
rest of the campus to provide the best 
service for students. Because Ron 
Johnson; president of TSO, Charles 
Corzine; Director of Student Programs 
and myself were all new this year it has 
been quite a challenge but fun also. We 
have fun this year and I encourage all 
students to get involved!" Wamsley 
concluded. 
She can be reached at ext. 430 and 
her office is located in the upper level of 
the student union. If you have a 
complaint or a compliment, stop by and 
see her soon. 
Christian Consistency Difficult Task 
by Scotty Waters 
The one qualify of the Biblical Jesus 
which overwhelms me most, is His 
consistency. The scriptures present a 
Jesus who lived and moved consistently 
within the will of the Father. We 
observe Christ touching, forgiving, 
healing, loving, reconciling. Jesus 
didn't allow things to crowd into His life 
or distort the vision of His purpose. 
Christ considered obedience His food. I 
marvel at this because so often my life is 
cluttered, crowded, immobilized, incon­
sistent. I fail to be available to those 
who need me and embarassingly in­
effective in the work of the kingdom. 
The culprit is time. Not that I don't 
have enough of it, but, rather, I am 
unaware of my own limits so I grossly 
misappropriate myself. I'm over ex­
tended in every area, unable to wholist-
Opportunities For Satisfaction 
capacity for both good and evil in «wh 
individual's life. 
S. T. Williams, multicultural coordin­
ator, introduced the new officers of the 
societies. The officers of the Black 
Cultural Society are: Edith Kah Walla; 
president, Janna McComb; vice presi­
dent, Rhonda McComb; secretary / 
treasurer, and Sona Walla; publicity 
coordinator. New officers of the Inter­
national Student Society include: Robert 
Cadena; president, Clement Teo; vice 
president, Joel Sakura; secretary, Lani 
Ehara; secretary, and Davina Roberts; 
publicity coordinator, Tusufu Dankaro 
was appointed Multicultural Librarian 
and Duane Moyer was named Multicul­
tural Photographer. 
The societies work to create cultural 
plurism on campus and assist new 
students in adjusting to Taylor. They 
provide a variety of services to the 
Taylor student body. 
by Kris Morris 
Why would American college student 
Ken Churchill dine cm tnHpnfaj jn a 
remote village in Thailand? 
No, it's not part of a curriculum of a 
new experimental college. In fact, Ken 
took a hiatus from school to help 
refugees in Southeast Asia. Weekends 
he visited the home of a Thai friend, 
where the menu included crickets, 
frogs, rice and fruit along with tadpoles. 
While Ken discovered new delicacies to 
cook for his schoolmates back in the 
States, his friend found a Lord and 
Saviour named Jesus Christ. 
Like Ken, growing numbers of 
college-age Christians take time off 
from school or careers to serve God by 
serving others. The ministries these 
young people involve themselves in 
vary according to their talents 'and 
abilities, but whatever their particular 
gifts happen to be, there are opportun­
ities to use them in service to God. 
"There are more opportunities today 
than ever before for young people to use 
their skills service the Lord in Christian 
organizations," says Dick Staub, Ex­
ecutive Director of Intercristo, the 
Christian Career Specialists. "It's excit­
ing to see the number of young 
Christians today responding to oppor­
tunities for service!" 
WHY 
Why would a student or recent grad 
choose to step outside his or her busy 
world to devote time to Christian 
service? 
Some are drawn by the opportunity to 
help others. 
This was the case with Ken Churchill. 
He began helping Southeast Asian 
refugees as a high school senior in 
Boston simply because "I really felt a 
strong desire to help out." 
"In May of 1975," he explains, 
"we'd watch newscasts of the little 
Vietnamese orphan children getting off 
the plane in Boston and their sponsor­
ing or adopting families picking them 
up." 
When Ken's church sponsored a 
family of nine people, Ken took it upon 
himself to tutor and befriend the four 
high school boys in the group. He 
became fairly fluent in Vietnamese and 
after his freshman year at Wheaton 
College in Illinois, he spent a summer in 
France helping Vietnamese immigrants 
settle there. Ken's refugee work con­
tinued in the Wheaton area, and when 
Food for the Hungry representatives 
visited Wheaton's campus, Ken was 
asked to go to Thailand for six months to 
help with refugees. He accepted the 
invitation and then returned for a year, 
after graduating from Wheaton with a 
degree in Biblical Studies in 1981. Now 
25, Ken is working at the N.A.E. 
headquarters in Wheaton and plans to 
enroll in seminary soon. 
Obeying the sense of what "God 
wants me to do" is another big 
motivator for young people when decid­
ing to serve the Lord outside of their 
local environs. 
Steve Hughes, 22, is an example of 
this. Steve worked in a sand plant in 
New Jersey while performing part -
time as a gospel singer and composer. 
"I always knew God got me the job in 
the sand plant," he stated, "and when 
He wanted me out of it, He'd take me 
out." 
God took Steve out of the sand plant 
by having him laid off, then gave him an 
exciting new "assignment." Steve had 
contacted Intercristo to find out what 
might be available for him in full - tim« 
Christian service. "I felt that God 
wanted me to do something full - time"' 
he explained. After contacting several 
ministry organizations that sounded 
appealing, including Outreach for 
Christ in Sioux Falls, S.D., he left the 
outcome in God's hands. What hap­
pened next is a moving illustration of 
the power of prayer. 
"I woke up early one morning and 
just felt like I needed to pray about the 
future," said Steve. "As I was praying 
the phone rang. It was the Executive 
Director of Outreach for Christ. His 
words to me — bear in mind that thin 
was while I was praying - were, 'Steve, 
we were just praying in a Directors' 
meeting and we thought we needed to 
extend an invitation to you.'" 
Needless to say, Steve accepted, 
touring the U.S., Europe and part of the 
Soviet Union with Outreach for Christ's 
Reachout Singers from October 1981 to 
May 1982. 
Many students who get involved with 
Christian ministries are "testing the 
waters" to see if full - time Christian 
service is what God is calling them to. 
For those considering careers as 
missionaries, there are opportunities for 
experiencing mission life firsthand. By 
accepting short - term assignments, 
prospective missionaries can spend 
from 3 months to 2 years in the field as 
support people in evangelism, health or 
education projects. This time serves to 
acquaint the student with missions and 
helps him or her make an informed 
decision whether or not to pursue 
missions as a career. 
Ann Kearny, a 24 - year - old senior in 
the nursing program at Vanderbilt 
University in Nashville, Tennessee, 
became interested in missions through 
her church, but was uncertain if she 
should devote her life to the mission 
field. The best way to find out, she 
decided, was to get a taste of missions 
on a short-term assignment, so Ann 
spent last summer working with a 
health team on the Caribbean island of 
St. Vincent. The experience answered 
her questions. 
"After my summer in St. Vincent, I 
feel like mission work is the direction I 
should move in," she said. "I had a 
wide variety of experiences which gave 
me a sampling of missionary life and 
were good preparation for a career as a 
missionary." 
Matt Howell, a 1982 graduate of 
Whitworth College in Spokane, Wash­
ington is also considering a career in 
missions. He accepted his present 
position teaching missionaries' children 
The Echo... 
. . .  i s  l o o k i n g  f o r  a  f e w  g o o d  s t u d e n t s  —  
We need help in these areas: 
^ Circulation 
• Advertising (sales, artwork and design) 
^ Reporting 
If you can help us out in any of these areas, or have some other 
help you can lend to us, please contact us!! 
ECHO Office, Student Union, x. 359 
Julia Shepherd, Editor-7291 
Rob Aldridge, Business Manager, x. 340 
ically develop as a disciple and effectiv­
ely disciple others. I forbid myself the 
realization that the time of preparation 
alone with God must be adequate to 
meet the demands of the tasks set 
before me. This doesn't mean I become 
a monk, but, simply, understand th«t 
intimacy with God is a preresiquite of 
fruitful ministry and meaningful rela­
tionships. The Gospel accounts 
Christ spent a significant portion of 
each day waiting before the Father. 
Paul probably did the m™ during his 
three years in Arabia. We also must 
learn to wait. Jesus said, ". . .take my 
yoke and learn of me," prior to saying, 
"You shall be my witnesses." We are 
called to consistency. We are called to 
watchfully remain before the Father 
that we might discern, know, and 
accomplish the will of God. 
God's Grace 
by Scotty Walters 
Some Christian brothers have great 
difficulty with the liberal notion of the 
welfare state (i.e. - getting something 
you don't deserve and didn't work for). 
This bothers me because, after all, what 
is grace? Do you work and earn it? Do 
you merit it? There is only one way into 
the kingdom and it's a liberal, give -
away program called the love of the 
Father through the person of His Son. 
Indeed, the most costly welfare pro­
gram of all. Yet, some politically 
conservative Christians have the auda­
city to complain when a few undeserv­
ing, impoverished get something for 
nothing. Admittedly, the solution to 
poverty in the United States is not just a 
matter of giving money to people, and, 
undoubtedly, there are those who abuse 
government assistance. But how often 
do we, as followers of Jesus Christ, fail 
to effectively use the gifts and resources 
appropriated to us? And how often do 
we take advantage of the Father's 
grace? Perhaps, we are i^ need of 
removing the beam from our own eyes 
instead of giving undue notice to specks 
in the eyes of the poor. I'm gUH God 
isn't as tight with His grace as some 
Christians are with their compassion. 
MASON'S 
RARE & USED BOCKS 
"BOOKS FOR THE READER 
AND THE COLLECTOR" 
PHONE 21B-5&W21 
264 S. WABASH ST 
WABASH, IN 46992 
CASA PATRICIA 
APARTMENTS 
2nd and Joyce Streets 
Ons and Two Bedroom Apartments 
Total Electric Kitchen Appliances 
Call 664-4735 for information 
C L A S S I F I E D S  
Earn $500 or more each school year. 
Flexible hours. Monthly payment for 
placing posters on campus. Bonus 
based on results. Prizes awarded as 
well. 800-526-0883. 
Brandywine Ski Resort has full-time 
jobs — inside or outside — for men 
or women who can drop out winter 
quarter. Pay starts at $3.75 per hour; 
can earn up to $2,000 before spring 
and save most of it. Free sleeping 
quarters provided. Write to Box 343, 
Northfield, OH 44067 and tell us 
about yourself. 
in Port - au - Prince, Haiti, because "I 
thought that if I could teach school 
where missionary children were being 
educated, I'd learn more about missions 
and what being a missionary is really 
like. . .and I am!" 
RESULT 
When young Christians are thrust 
into new environments and cultures and 
asked to be witnesses for the Lord, 
amazing growth takes place. Awareness 
of the Lord and His majesty is 
heightened. 
"I learned that God is not bound by 
denominational barriers," said Steve 
Hughes of the Reachout Singers. "I 
went all over the U.S., Europe and parts 
of the Soviet Union. I met Catholics, 
Methodists, Baptists, Pentecostals, 
everything, and found that they love the 
Lord just as much as I do." 
Steve developed particular respect for 
Soviet Christians. "People there are 
either completely on fire for the Lord or 
they don't want anything to do with 
Him. There's absolutely no hikewarm-
ness. If they make a commitment to the 
Lord, they'll be persecuted for it. I've 
always heard about that, but to see it 
firsthand is really something." 
Insight was also gained into the 
values of people from other cultures. 
"Things that I thought were 
strengths as an American, I found out 
were weaknesses in Asia," said Ken 
Churchill. "For instance, in America 
integrity is defined by principles of right 
and wrong, honesty and dishonesty, 
and so forth. In Asia integrity comes 
from social relationships. There's in­
tegrity in social harmony. What's 
important is good relations with other 
people." 
This particular difference was not 
only fascinating, it forced Ken to take a 
new look at what was important to him, 
and made him stretch to be a more 
effective servant. 
"I had to learn about getting along 
with other people," he said. "I had to 
respect their hurt pride or anything else 
that could harm relationships. It was 
very valuable." 
Along with new knowledge about 
other cultures, the fresh perspective 
gained from viewing America from 
another country prompts young people 
to reflect upon their own traditional 
American values. 
"My eyes were opened to see how 
spiritually rich the people on St. Vincent 
island are," said Ann Kearny. "As 
Christians we know that true wealth is 
spiritual richness. But as American 
Christians we're blinded some, thinking 
of wealth in terms of material things." 
"As Americans things come and go 
rather easily," added Ken Chruchill. 
"We're brought up on a fast food diet, 
we can turn on the television and get 
thrills, tears or any other emotion in five 
minutes. If we don't want to feel that 
way we'll just watch something else." 
The easy come, easy go American 
mentality that Ken could see after living 
with Southeast Asian refugees has 
prompted him to strive for commitment 
to a cause and to yearn for a purpose in 
his life. 
• 'I've come away with a real sense of 
the importance of finding something I 
can dedicate my whole life to," states 
Ken. "I'm glad I took Bible as a major 
at Wheaton. It's prepared me to do 
something I can be happy with my 
whole life." 
The change in Ken, the importance of 
purpose he has discovered, is familiar to 
other young people involved in minis­
try. As Ken would agree, however, 
that'8 just one of the transformations 
that invariably result from full - time 
service to God. A brand nes and closer 
relationship with the Lord is another 
happy result. 
"I grew closer to God and came to a 
better realization that He has every part 
of my life under control!'' exclaims Ann 
Kearny. "He has the perfect plan for 
me!" 
Matt Howell agreed. "As I've been 
here in Haiti and have been challenged 
and pulled one way and another, it 
makes me turn to God and rely on His 
strength, His power in my life, and His 
love. Ofter I've run out of my own 
human love and patience and I've 
learned to ask Him to fill me with His 
Spirit. That's when I notice chang'j in 
myself. It's really exciting!" 
The learning that takes place, the 
growth in relationship with the Lord, 
these are certainly thrilling and import­
ant aspects of any Christian service. 
The primary purpose, however, of any 
Christian activity should be to serve 
God. Can young people make a real 
impact for God? 
' 'You bet!'' says Steve Hughes. ' 'The 
Reachout Singers performed in front of 
churches, coffee houses, prisons, 
colleges, high schools.. .you name it. A 
lot of people made commitments to 
Jesus Christ as a result of this ministry. 
We were able to talk and counsel with 
many of them. We received letters back 
at Outreach for Christ headquarters in 
Sioux Falls, South Dakota, from some of 
those we ministered to. It was amazing! 
Maybe you're interested in full - time 
Christian service for a summer or 
longer. 
How do you get involved? 
Talk with your pastor. He'll usually 
have contacts within different Christian 
service organizations. Many churches 
and denominations support various 
missions, schools, relief projects, and 
social service agencies. Another good 
idea is to contact Intercristo. Intercristo 
'helps Christians of all ages and voca­
tions find employment and ministry 
opportunities here in the U.S. and 
overseas. You'll probably be surprised 
at the variety of openings! You t'" 
reach Intercristo by pulling toll - free, 
800-426-1342 (AK, HI and WA call (206) 
546-7330). 
Matt Howell a recent grad who used 
Intercristo, said, "I would encourage 
every college student to apply through 
Intercristo. The results could be life -
changing. They have been for me!" 
Letter to the Editor 
In our struggle to be accepted and to 
be "world Christians," the modem 
Evangelical movement had adopted a 
new theological philosophy, that being a 
broad acceptance of secular movements 
and ideas while pretending to put them 
into Christian mods. 
In the past, Christians who rejected 
modem day ideas were thought of as 
ignorant and closed-minded. Many of 
them were. In an extreme reaction, the 
Evangelical church has moved toward 
the opposite extreme. 
Instead of interpreting world phil­
osophies in light of Biblical truth, we 
interpret the Bible in light of world 
philosophies. 
When modem psychology and sci­
ence seem to contradict Scripture, the 
church appears eager to change their 
Biblical views so as not to be closed -
minded or ignorant. 
So prominent are these types of 
thoughts that one can even hear this 
sort of reasoning at Taylor. Why are so 
many issues considered delicate, diffi­
cult, or hard to understnad? Or why are 
we so eager to have open discussions on 
closed subjects when Biblical principles 
are clear? 
When will Christians on this campus 
and around the world stand up ""d be 
counted for God's truth even when the 
world may call it foolishness? 
If we really believe that the Bible is 
God s Word and is the ultimate author­
ity, how hypocritical to let the Bible play 
second fiddle to the mere thoughts of 
man. 
Jim Campbell 
Bowl For Lun9 Association 
Taylor students are participating in a 
Bowl-a-thon tonight with all pledges 
going to the American Lung Association 
of Indiana's East Central Region. 
Bowling begins at 81:30 p.m. at Plaza 
Lanes in Marion, and is free for all 
enrolled in the fund raiser. Bowlers are 
to raise pledges from eight people at 1 
cent per pin. The total pledge is the 
final combined score of three games. 
All money raised goes to children 
with asthma and adults with lung 
disease. 
Students may still sign up for the 
bowling. Additional information and 
Pledge forms are available at the Office 
, Student Programs in the upstairs of 
the Union. Student participation will 
nelp residents of East Central Indiana 
breathe easier." 
TAYLOR UNIVERSITY ECHO 
Editor 
Upland. IN 46989 
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'The Curious Savage': A Play Review , Bards and storytellers 
A Festive Salute to Sousa 1Once Upon A Time'Arrives 
by Dave Rarick 
Are you creative? Taylor's depart­
ment of English is sponsoring 
Parnassus, a published writing contest 
open to all students. Categories include: 
Poetry, Short Story/One Act Play, 
Essay, Art/Line Drawing. All entries 
must be typed on 8 1/2" x 11" white 
paper. Short stories, plays, and essays 
must be double-spaced. Short stories 
must be three to twelve pages in length. 
Essays must be two to six pages in 
length. Poetic form and length may be 
determined by the author. Line draw­
ings must be eigher on 8 1/2" x 11" or 
17" x 22" size paper. Author's names 
must appear in upper right hand corner. 
Entries must be turned into the English 
office by 5:00 p.m., Jan. 6, 1984. 
Awards are: 1st prizes; 20 dollars; 2nd 
prizes; 15 dollars; 3rd prizes; 10 dollars. 
There is a fifty-cent entry fee, but this 
fee covers all entries. You may enter as 
many "art works" as you like. Pick up 
last years edition of Parnassus in the 
bookstore and in the English office. 
Cost is a dollar-twenty-five. 
Britain's Cantata Opens 
Holiday Season 
Cathedral Arts celebrates the open­
ing of the holiday season with a 
performance of the late Sir Benjamin 
Britten's cantata, St. Nicholas, at 5 p.m. 
Sunday, December 4. The performance 
at Christ Church Cathedral on Monu­
ment Circle in Indianapolis will feature 
tenor Joseph Frank, in the title role of 
St. Nicholas, and he will be joined by 
the Christ Chruch Cathedral Choir of 
Men and Boys and the Girls' Choir and 
members of the Indianapolis Symphony 
Orchestra, all under the direction of 
Frederick Burgomaster. 
Joseph Frank, presently a soloist with 
the Metropolitan Opera of New York 
and the San Francisco Opera, was 
graduated from the Indiana University 
School of Music and performed fre­
quently with the Cathedral Choir before 
he went on to a national career. 
Eric Crozier, the author of the libretto 
of the cantata, highlights major details 
of the St. Nicholas legend which have 
been translated into the popular myth of 
Santa Claus. Britten, in turn, employs 
colorful orchestration with a wide range 
of percussion to depict this highly 
pictorial story. 
This free concert is the first event of 
the Cathedral Arts' Choral Masterworks 
series this year. 
Tom Sawyer Lives On 
When writers become famous, mark­
ers and even shrines often pay tribute at 
the place of their birth or the spot from 
which arose their greatest works. In the 
case of Mark Twain, however, virtually 
the entire town of Hannibal, Missouri, 
and surrounding countryside are a 
memorial to the greatest spinner of 
classic American boyhood stories. 
What makes Hannibal so memorable 
is that while Twain (in reality, of course, 
Samuel Clemens) changed the names of 
his major characters, Tom Sawyer, 
Huck Finn, and Becky Thatcher, they 
were nevertheless very real people and 
their town by the Mississippi still lives 
bathed in its 19th century aura. Clem­
ens was Tom, his friend Tom Blanken-
ship became Huck Finn, and Tom's 
boyhood sweetheart Becky Thatcher 
was really Laura Hawkins, who lived to 
be 91 and became matron of a children's 
home in Hannibal. 
What is Hannibal like today? The 
Clemens house, at 208 Hill Street, is the 
home of Tom Sawyer's days. A plain 
two-story white frame home, with green 
shutters and trim, the house has a 
no-nonsense air about it that bespeaks 
the tidiness of Tom's famed Aunt Polly. 
A small formal garden adjoins the 
house - and fronting the garden is that 
famous fence which Tom tricked friends 
into whitewashing. 
Things haven't changed much. To­
day's Tom and Huck still love a skillfully 
executed prank. 
Journals Publish Puzzles 
Student'8 puzzles and games, fron 
W. A. Ewbank's class Math 201, hav< 
been published in to different journals. 
The following students had items 
published in "The Illinois Math­
ematics Teacher': Kim Meyers, Peg 
Spooner, Jane Brand, Jill Close, Robin 
Harshbarger, Diane Highley, Cathy 
Middlesworth, Gary Wixtrom, Sue 
Nyman, and Beth Plowman. 
The Illinois Mathematics Teacher 
goes to many mathematics and elemen­
tary teachers in the state of Illinois and 
elsewhere in the U.S.A. It is the journal 
of the Illinois Council of Teachers of 
Mathematics, one of the strongest and 
most progressive state Councils in the 
nation. 
Those students with puzzles and/or 
games published in "The Mathematic 
Teacher' are as follows: Lynne Belt 
Cowell, Debbie Speer Cox, Connie 
Collins, Karen Gould, and Kathy 
Newell. 
The Mathematics Teacher is a 
national journal with readership across 
the English-speaking world, and in 
many foreign countries, including 
Israel, the U.S.S.R., Hungary, and so 
on. It is a journal of the National Council 
of Teachers of Mathematics, the largest 
organization of teachers of mathematics 
in the world. 
It is not an easy task to get published 
in "The Mathematics Teacher' or 'The 
Illinois Mathematics Teacher.' 
On Sunday afternoon, November 20 
at 3:00 p.m. the Chapel/Auditorium will 
ring with the festive sounds of an old 
fashion band concert entitled "ASalute 
to Sousa". The Taylor University Con­
cert Band has prepared a program that 
is carefully modeled after the format of 
concerts presented by the famous Sousa 
Band earlier this century. Sousa's 
concerts were known to be entertaining. 
To say that Sousa was a master 
showman would be an understatement. 
He learned the value of showmanship to 
stage performers as a youth while 
playing violin in Washington and Phil­
adelphia theater orchestras. There he 
made keen observations about the 
music which the general public enjoyed. 
From that time on, he made it his 
business to play music to which the 
masses would respond, and he was 
eminently successful. He discovered 
that bands, which were relatively 
unhampered by tradition, had the 
potential for reaching more people than 
orchestras. 
Showmanship was essential to every 
Sousa program, and the Sousa Band 
was an aggregation of showmen. "The 
man who does not exercise showman­
ship is dead," he said many times. 
Many excellent musicians were never 
accepted by the Sousa Band because 
they did not fit into this mold. This 
talent was necessary not only for solo 
work but also for the presentation of 
Sousa's unique humoresques. 
Capturing the spirit of the American 
audience, a Sousa nana concert was an 
ideal of variety. Sousa felt that variety 
was typically American, contrasting 
with practices in Europe, where it was 
his observation that music was often 
prescribed by national barriers. People 
who attended Sousa Band concerts left 
the hall knowing that they had been 
entertained, intellectually stimulated, 
and thrilled by the sight of anintema-
tionally famous composer leading one of 
the world's finest musical organizations 
in the performance of his own music. As 
a Seattle reviewer aptly put it: "A 
concert by Sousa's Band is more than a 
mere concert — it is a dramatic 
performance, a stirring lesson in 
patriotism, and a popular musical 
event, all on the same program." 
Mix well a few humorous poems, 
some clever stories, scintillating songs 
and an occasional witty anecdote and 
you'll have a delightful evening of 
entertainment entitled "Once Upon a 
Time". 
Dr. Oliver Hubbard has adapted the 
material for his show which will be 
presented by the Advanced Oral Inter­
pretation class under his direction 
Thursday through Saturday, December 
1, 2, and 3, at 8:15 p.m. in the Little 
Theatre. 
Themes of self-worth, cooperation 
and fair play are woven into stories 
whose characters range from a bantam 
rooster who does a James Cagney 
imitation to a crafty king with an 
overbearing daughter. Bringing these 
captivating characters to life will be 
Arlita Boeron, Greg Cox, Heidi Halter-
man, Doug Oliver, Deb Pugsley and 
Prise ilia Smith. 
Matinees have been planned for 
Eastbrook Elementary School children 
in grades 1 to 5 on December 6 and 8. 
Other children are invited to attend the 
evening performances. The show will 
last between one and one-and-one-half 
hours. 
The set, designed by Dr. Hubbard, 
will reflect the fanciful mood of the 
show with random multilevel areas of 
various shapes and sizes and a spec­
trum of vivid color. 
Ticket sales will begin Monday, 
November 21 at 1:00 p.m. at the box 
office in the CTA building. Any remain­
ing tickets will be sold at the door. The 
ticket price for all ED holders is $1.00. 
The charge for children of ID holders 
who are under 12 years of age is 50 
cents. 
For ticket information call extension 
289. 
by Dr. William A. Fry 
Most of the great writers of the world 
have reminded us that there are but two 
appropriate responses to the human 
condition - tears or laughter. In the 
opening act of his drama The Curious 
Savage, playright John Patrick remarks 
through Dr. Emmett, the proprietor of 
the Cloisters home for the mentally ill, 
"But we encourage laughter here 
.For, as Byron says, 'And if I laugh at 
any mortal thing - 'Tis that I may not 
weep.' " In Savage we are led, playfully 
and poignantly, to laugh rather than 
weep at a world in which, as Dr. 
Emmett observes, we "find it harder 
every day to say exactly where reason 
ends and madness begins." We laugh 
at the absurdities of a household of 
reclusive eccentrics whose "egg-shell" 
world" provides refuge from the boor­
ish and greedy abuse of those who come 
through the door from the world of 
"sanity'' beyond. As we in the audience 
find ourselves taking sides with the 
"loony" inmates of the Clisters' draw­
ing room, we begin to realize that our 
most derisive laughter, siirvvj at the 
"sane" neurotics who fall victim to 
their own folly, is ultimately directed 
toward ourselves, for we also inhabit 
the world beyond the door, beyond the 
window bars, and beyond the stage. 
Taylor's October production of this 
1951 Broadway play did well in captur­
ing its inherent warmth and charm. In 
his fine direction, Dr. Ollie Hubbard 
wisely restrained his actors form the 
kind of crude burlesque in to which a 
comedy of this type often declines as a 
result of shallow execution. Each of the 
"guests" of the home was presented as 
possessing a nobility which shone 
through the quirks of thought and 
behavior. Rochelle Manor (Forence), 
Mark Stevens (Hannibal), and Barry 
Von Lanken (Jeffrey) leaced their comic 
portrayals with a strong strain of human 
-dignity, endowing their characters with 
both wit and winsomeness. Melanie 
GerenVs Art Show On Display 
For almost another week, until No­
vember 23, students will be able to view 
Karent Gerent's Senior Art Show in the 
Chronicle-Tribune Gallery in the Art 
Building. Karen's show, although not 
large, was unique and well done. 
Her strongest area would be her 
photography. Even though she does not 
have much experience behind the 
camera, she shows much natural talent. 
The black and white pictures of children 
are excellent. She was able to capture 
their natural expressions and innoc­
ence. Her darkroom skills shown 
through in the fine print quality of the 
black and white photographs. 
Karen's unique touch with water-
colors was apparent in "Interwoven," 
an organic arrangement which made 
good use of negative space. ' 'Still Small 
Voice,'' a watercolor of a bird sitting on 
a wrought iron fence in front of a brick 
wall was interesting also. "Life Cycle," 
Karen's philosophy project, shows a 
small seed go through the stages of 
grow into a mature plant. 
A strong point in Karen's show was 
her commercial design projects. "I is 
for Igloo" used good illustration tech­
niques. "Penned into Pencil," a stud­
ent art show poster, was fun for Karen 
to do. 
"I've always felt commercial design 
was my strongest area," she said. "I 
want to go into that so I put a lot of time 
into those projects. 
"My favorite work in the show would 
have to be "Lonely Beach," the sketch 
of the tree. I drew it while I was working 
at a mission camp east of Cleveland last 
year. I was lonely and I didn't know 
anyone. I used to look out my window 
and see that tree, all by itself, just like 
me. That was a growing time for me and 
that etching symbolized much of my 
feelings at that time." Karen said. 
"I encourage people to visit my art 
show and to read the ferses that go 
along with the stories. There is a 
message that goes with each work," 
Karen concluded. 
While Prise ilia Smith narrates 'The Silent Frog,' the 
(Arlita Boerope) sits quietly and says nothing and 
people decide that this is because she knows so m 
Lane as wide-eyed Fairy May and 
Priscilla Smith as tight-gummed Mrs. 
Paddy delighted the audience, one with 
the precocity of a child and the other 
with the churlishmess of a crone. 
In the leading role, Sally Perkins 
delivered a mature, sensitive perform­
ance. Her Ethel Savage came across as 
a canny, crazy-like-a-fox, spirited veter­
an of life whose determination to 
survive is exceeded only by the limitless 
capacity of her heart to love. 
The money-grubbing family of Mrs. 
Savage was fittingly played out with 
appropriate fluster and bluster. Tracee 
Petrakis (Lily Belle), Frank Sharp 
(Titus), and Greg Cox (Samuel) were 
convincing p» the villainous grown 
children of Ethel Savage out to commit 
their mother as a means to commit 
grand larceny. 
Fleshing out the cast was Arlita 
Boerop and Ed Campbell who, as Miss 
Wilhelmina and Dr. Emmett of the 
Clisters staff, acted capably in roles that 
attempted to sort out the confusion 
arising from the collision of "madness' 
with "reason." 
The members of the production 
staff-Cami House as assistant to the 
director, Jim Bates (set), Priscilla Smith 
(lighting), Debbie Peters (sound, 
house), Janice Shipley (properties), 
Lenora Cooper (make-up), Sarah Adams 
and Jayne Stockman (costumes), to­
gether with their respective crews-pro­
vided splendid support for the cast to 
make the evening a thouroughly satisfy­
ing experience. 
All good theater is not only good 
entertainment but also a good look in 
the mirror of life. As did Miguel DE 
Cervantes in Don Quixote, blurring the 
simplistic and artificial distinctions 
between madness and sanity, so does 
John Patrick in The Curious Savage give 
us a comic portrait of ourselves as the 
images of folly we so often project. Mrs. 
Savage speaks the clear purpose of the 
playwright as whe observes late in the 
play, "I had hoped to make them look 
like fools so them might look with 
understanding on the fools of good 
heart." 
Alan Severs to perform in 'Carnival of Venice.' 
Frank Sharp and Sally Perkins both spent many hours rehearsing 
for their parts in the fall play. 
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Dan Chilclott carries the ball. 
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trian Club tied with 
Indiana University for 
fourth place in the 
collegeiate competition 
hosted by Purdue on No­
vember 12 and 13. 
Ball State finished 
•first and followed up 
by Miami (OH) College 
and Midway (KY) Col­
lege . 
Taylor sophomore Tom 
Jackson was reserve 
high-point hunt seat 
rider. 
Amy Pringle was first 
in open equitation over 
fences; Jackson was 
first in intermediate 
equitation on the 'flat 
and second over fences, 
and Jennifer Thomas was 
first novice equitation 
on the flat and fifth 
over fences. 
Other Taylor placers 
were Caroline Larsen, 
third in advanced walk, 
trot center equitation; 
Kim Beckman, third in 
beginner stock seat 
equitation and sixth in 
advanced walk, trot 
center equitation; Su­
san Merritt, fourth in 
novice equitation on 
the flat; Barb Seltzer, 
fourth in advanced walk 
trot center equitation. 
Sports 
Trojans End Season 
by James Stamper 
The Trojans closed out their dis­
appointing season last Saturday with a 
35-17 lost to the Hanover Panthers. 
Although there was obvious signs of 
improvement in the Trojan's play, there 
still was the nagging problem of young 
mistakes. Those same mistakes also 
kept the Trojan offense from scoring 
more points. The Trojans had two 
interceptions and three fumbles all 
inside of Panther territory. 
Despite these breakdowns, the 
Trojans dominated most of the ball 
game. The offense had its most produc­
tive afternoon of the season with 492 
total yards while the defense man­
handled Hanover's run game, holding 
them to a mere 115 yards rushing. 
However, the Panther's passed for 230 
yards. 
Hanover open the scoring with a 75 
yard punt return in the first quarter. 
Taylor, then, tied the score on the next 
drive with a 39 yard pass to Houck. 
After notching the score 7-7, Taylor 
briefly went ahead in the second quarter 
with another Lewinski-to-Houck pass 
for 34 yards. Hanover, however, went 
on to score two more touchdowns, 
taking a 21-14 halftime lead. Before the 
half ended though, Taylor provided the 
fans with some Trojan razzle dazzle. 
The razzle dazzle resembled the famous 
Stanford-rugby-type play of last year 
except the Trojans did not score. After a 
galliant effort, the final ball carrier, Jim 
Denny, was stopped just shy of the goal 
line, closing out the half. 
In the second half, Hanover score two 
more touchdowns while their defense 
held Taylor to only one more score - a 
37 yard field goal by Mortland. 
Although in the final minutes Taylor 
appeared to have scored on a 2 yard 
plunge by Scott Bibler, the officials did 
not count it. 
In his best and final game of his 
career, senior quarterback, Tom Lew­
inski completed 19 of 43 passes for 333 
yards and two touchdowns. Those two 
touchdowns were to Scott Houck who 
had a total of 5 receptions for 99 yrards. 
Houck also lead the team in rushing 
with 79 yards. Another senior ending a 
brilliant four year career was Mark 
Wilkerson who had 5 receptions for 81 
yards. 
On the defensive side of the ball, 
Trojans, Clark Hewitt and Greg Bill­
ings, intercepted two Panther passes. 
Also, outside linebacker, Tim "Bo" 
Senter helped anchor the defense with a 
quarterback sack, a fumble recovery,. 
and two deflected passes. Noeeguard, 
Jon Ring, playing his second game 
since knee surgery, also was instrumen­
tal in stopping Hanover's run game. 
Although Taylor ended their season 
with a frustrating 2-7 record, there is 
still much optimism for next years team. 
Several under-classmen started this 
year and gained valuable playing ex­
perience which should prove beneficial 
next year. For instances, the entire 
starting offensive line (Rhine, Russell, 
Revere, Starr, and Haymond) will 
return next season except senior cap­
tains, Mark Terrell and James Stamper. 
Several upperclassmen such as Stone, 
Houck, Kammes, Dempsey, and Bowell 
will fill the leadership roles of this years 
departing seniors. In conclusion, here is 
a list of those seniors not previously 
mentioned who provided leadership and 
endurance throughout a difficult 
season: Tom Mortland, Bob Benson, 
Ken Vint, Dan Edwards, Ken Wilkin­
son, and Brian Herr. . .Thank you menl 
Taylor Weightlifting Club 
Shows Progress 
by Tom Shevlot 
The weightlifting club, having their 
best year as far as membership, is off to 
a great start. The club has numerous 
activities this year, one of the most 
popular being our aerobics class. The 
aerobic class has risen in attendance 
since its first class approximately three 
weeks ago. The class, led by Sheryl 
Hanisch, has attendance levels of 35 
members and higher. We are looking 
forward to having at least 50 members 
in the class by the end of the semester. 
This year's cabinet consists of Alan 
Mast as President, Tom Shevlot as Vice 
President, Sue Henningsen & Brad 
Culp as Treasures and Leon Zuercher as 
Secretary. 
With the generous gift from TSO of 
$160 the club was able to get off to a 
good start. The money assisted us in the 
restocking of equipment in the weight 
room. The need for another bench was 
priority as voiced by the members of the 
Club and so, through another donation 
from TSO, the club received about half 
of the total cost of the bench. 
The club is having their first annual 
Christmas banquet soon and along with 
that in the early Spring the 3rd annual 
power meet. Myself and the cabinet 
would like to personally thank all the 
members for their support and extend 
the invitation to all non-members to get 
involved in the club. 
We look forward to an exciting 
remaining semester and a better 
semester next spring. Once again we 
thank the members for their enthusiasm 
towards the club. 
lOl [OB 
Hartford City has something Taylor University students should know about. 
It's called "Hairs the Latest," a growing hair and skin can center dedicated to 
serving the fashion-conscious public. The professionals at "Hairs the Latest," like 
Taylor students, an progressive and futuristic. Their extensive education and 
friendly atmosphen will make you glad you came to "Main the Latest." So why 
not check it out? You it like them and they'll like yon... and you'll both look 
good! 
HAIRS THE LATEST 124 N. JEFFERSON (on Mm square) 
Phone: 348-5074 HARTFORD CITY (7 ml. east of Taylor) j 
HfilPS Chi) LATEST 
Trojan Pizza 
(now under new management) 
November Special 
With purchase of 20" pizza with one or more toppings 
Free! 2-litre bttl. 
Coke or Sprite 
ONLY ON NOVEMBER 20, 21 OR 22 
Carry-out or Delivery Only while supplies last! 
TROJA\ PIZZA 113 E. RAILROAD, IPLAAD PHO\EWMM5 
Cook's 
Super Valu 
t10 E. terry Si. Phone 998-2949 
Upland, Indiana 
With this coupon and any $5.00 purchase 
Welch's Sparkling Grape Juice 
$1.69 
Valid thru 11-24-83 at Cook's Super Valu, Upland 
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James Stamper, offensive back, runs on to the field. 
Dan Edwards receives a punt for the Trojans. 
!§> .K 
J.D. Mosiman goes for the pass. 
Fortran Team Competes 
In Regional Competition 
The Taylor Informa­
tion Science FORTRAN 
Programming Team is 
headed for West Vir­
ginian University to­
day to compete in the 
Midwest Regional Con­
test against over 
thirty large univer­
sities in the Midwest. 
Last year Taylor was 
fourth out of thirty-
six teams and missed 
the nationals by only 
four minutes after 
.four hours of compe­
tition, In fact, when 
the team arrived at 
Youngstown State Uni 
versity last year, 
school paper said that 
Youngstown would be 
competing against such 
strong competition as 
the Universities of 
Michigan, Ohio State, 
Taylor, Michigan State: 
and Purdue. 
This year's team 
selected after 8-10 
hours of late night 
and Saturday competi 
tion. The captain 
the team is senior 
Rohin son. Other 
strong team members 
are senior James Q. 





Taylor, and senior 
Phillip Paxton. The 
team looks strong and 
after having the high­
est performance of any 
of the 36 teams com­
peting from the Mid­
west (most of them are 
schools of more than 
10,000 students), Tay­
lor's coaches Dr. Dil-
ler and Prof. Roth be-r 
lieve this team has an 
an excellent chance to 
make the nationals in 
February. Taylor com­
peted in the first 
national contest in 
1977 and finished sev­
enth. 
The Michigan State 
coach Prof. Reed has 
indicated that he be­
lieves that Taylor is 
one of the finest and 
toughest teams they 
compete against. Tay­
lor has never missed 
a regional contest 
since their inception 
in 1975. 
Taylor has also < 
been quite competitive 
in the BASIC contest 
this spring, which 
will be hosted by 
Rose-Hulman in April, 
and which Taylqr ori­
ginated in 1977. 
